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Key Advantages of mvps-re1

The MVPS-RE1 is a fully assembled, ready drop in package to
replace exiting E/One     GP200 and GP2000 systems

At the center of this MVPS-RE1 package is our progressive cavity
pump which provides reliable operation and nearly constant flow,
easily able to adjust for pressure variations in any system setting.

The MVPS-RE1 package is powered by a 1 1/2 horsepower motor, spinning at 1,750 rpm, providing
unmatched grinding torque.

With all package parts readily available and easily replaceable, the MVPS-RE1 can quickly and easily be
serviced in the field.

With over 50 years in pump manufacturing, Webtrol is the name you know when it comes to dependability.
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E/One     is a registered trademark of Environmental One Corporation and is not affiliated with Webtrol Pumps

Product may vary from picture



Model HP Volt Phase Hz Amps RPM Discharge Dimensions 
(L x W x H) Weight 

MVPS-RE1 1.5 230 1 60 8.0 1750 1.25” 18.75” x 16.75” x 47.25” 100 lbs.

MVPS15CE Pump Features:
- Low speed, high torque non-jamming grinder
- Hardened, anti wear grinding ring and cutter
- Produces higher pressures to assure flow against high

head
- Ideal for installation on flat, hilly, rocky or wet sites
- Potted epoxy cord seal
- Continuous duty motor
- Built in thermal overload with automatic reset
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Control Floats:
- Pump control and high water alarm switch
- Standard “off the shelf” floats for easy service
- Wired directly into quick disconnect receptacle

Check Valve:
- Heavy duty, constructed from PVC
- Anti-siphon protection

Pressure Relief:
- Factory set at 100 psi so no damage to system can

occur

Junction Box
- Provides water-tight location for all electrical 

connections 

Electrical quick disconnect
- Water tight, 6 pin quick electrical disconnect for easy 

replacement of existing E/One GP200 & GP2000
systems 
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Webtrol Quality Pumps, a division of Weber Industries, Inc
8417 New Hampshire, St. louis, MO, 63123  1-800-769-PUMPS (7867)

Specifications are subject to change without notice.


